Weekly

Week of

April 13th

*Scholastic News pg 4. Too
Yound to Run?

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

writing
*Scholastic News pg5.
Running for a Cause

*Spelling

*Screamin’ Roller Coasters

Friday

Notes

Monday

Reading

*Opinion Writing. What
would be the best job at
an amusement park?

*Spelling

*Is Chocolate Healthy?

*Spelling

*Close read: Weird and
Gross. Prairie Dock

*Opinion Writing. Do you
think chocolate is
healthy? Why or why
not?

*Write a paragraph or
more to answer the close
reading passage.

*Spelling
*Close read: Weird and
Gross. Dung Beetle

*Write a paragraph or
more to answer the close
reading passage.

*Spelling Test

“Teach the children so that it will not

Lesson Plans
science

Social studies

*There is no Science on
Monday’s. Your specials
are gym and music. Get
outside and do
something active. Ms.
Hopper has online music
for you.

*Scholastic News pg6.
Sailing into History.

*Task 5 Kinetic and
Potential Energy

Task 4 Map That Coaster

math
*Complete the lessons
assigned on IXL

*Readers Response
Board: Nonfiction

*Complete the lessons
assigned on IXL
*Task 6 Creating a bar
graph

*There is no Science on
Wednesday’s. Your
specials are gym and
music. Get outside and
do something active. Ms.
Hopper has online music
for you.

Grade Specific Social
Studies Topic

Ecosystems
*Read, The Levels of
Organization and
Components of an
Ecosystem.
*Complete follow up
questions

Grade Specific Social
Studies Topic

Ecosystems
*Read, The Food Chain

**Finish any work from the
previous days that need
completed.**

*Complete the follow up
questions

*Complete the lessons
assigned on IXL

5th- Industrial Revolution
4th Westward Expansion
3rd S.C in the 19th and 20th
century
*Complete the lessons
assigned on IXL

5th- Industrial Revolution
4th Westward Expansion
3rd S.C in the 19th and 20th
century

be necessary to teach the adults.”
- President Abraham Lincoln

*Complete the lessons all
unfinished math lessons
on IXL

**Please

Detailed Lesson Plans for the Week of April 13th

screenshot 3 pieces of work each day to send to me**
Monday

Reading: Read the article, Too Young to Run on pg.4 in the Scholastic News. Using
two different colors, underline or highlight the reasons given to support each sides
point of view. Complete the Reasons for Running worksheet. (T3)
Using the weeks spelling words, complete the spelling activity.
Writing: First read the article, Running for a Cause on pg.5 in the Scholastic News.
Using the Venn Diagram, compare and contrast Heather and Kaytlynn Welsch’s
running goals (Too Young to Run article) with Nik Toockeck’s. Next, think of
something you could do to raise money for a charity.
Write a paragraph or more answering these questions:
- what you would be doing.
- what charity would you be raising money for.
- what would you gain from doing this.
Remember to indent your paragraph(s), write 6 or more detailed sentences,
restate the question, use your best handwriting, spell the best you can, and use
correct punctuation.
Social Studies: Read the article, Sailing into History on pg.6 in the Scholastic News.
Choose a square from the Reading Response Board: Nonfiction to complete.
**color the checked box**
Math: Complete 2 Math activities on IXL. Your log in information has been
supplied. Remember, when you log in you need to click where is says
recommendations and then the gold start to the left. Scroll down to make your
choices but remember to only do math during this time. You are striving for 80%
or higher accuracy. You can do it!!!
**Screenshot 3 pieces of work and either email sdowns@thepalmettoschool.org
or text them 724-689-7450 **

Tuesday
Reading: Read the Screamin Roller Coasters pages 1 and 2. Use the information
from the readings to answer the questions on the Screamin Stats page, the Roller
Coaster Awards pages, and the Roller Coaster Timeline.
Spelling: Using the weeks spelling words complete the spelling activity.
Writing: Think about what it would be like to work at an amusement park. What
job do you think would be the most fun? Write an opinion piece describing the
best job to have at an amusement park.
Think of these questions when writing:
- What amusement park would you be working at?
- Why did you choose that particular park?
- What job would you have there?
- Why are you working there? Are you working towards something or for
fun?
Remember to indent your paragraph(s), write 6 or more detailed sentences,
restate the question, use your best handwriting, spell the best you can, and use
correct punctuation.
Science: Complete the Kinetic and Potential Energy pages, front and back.
Social Studies: Using information from the reading passages, Screamin Roller
Coasters, complete Map That Coaster page.
Math: 1. Complete the page, Creating a Bar Graph. 2. Log in to IXL and choose 2
Math activities.
**Screenshot 3 pieces of work and either email sdowns@thepalmettoschool.org
or text them 724-689-7450 **

Wednesday
Reading: Read the passage, Is Chocolate Healthy? Pay attention to the questions
being asked in the first paragraph. You will be writing an opinion piece next so
highlight information you that you will want to use to state your opinion. You may
also want to go back and read it again to help you confirm your opinion.
Spelling: Complete the spelling activity. Fill the entire maze with your spelling
words so you will need to write your words more than one time.
Writing: Use the paragraph hamburger graphic organizer to organize your
thoughts and feelings on the topic.
The top bun you will state your opinion about chocolate being healthy or not. This
is where you want to hook your reader with a sentence or two so make sure it’s
catching. An example could be, “Did you know that eating chocolate could have
healthy benefits to your body?” or, “Warning, eating too much chocolate can be
harmful to your body.”
The toppings of your hamburger are your reasons to support your opinion. When
using the information from the text, you need to remember to paraphrase. Put
the information in your own words.
The bottom bun is your closing statement. It will restate your opinion by
summarizing the main ideas or feelings of the paragraph. An example could be,
“If you want to keep all your teeth, you may want to eat chocolate in small
amounts.” or, “Do you want to be a happy person? Eat more chocolate!”
Have someone review and edit your paper. Complete your final draft on the paper
given.
Social Studies:
5th grade: Inventions of the Industrial Revolution. Complete where you left off in
the packet.
4th grade: The Expedition
3rd grade: Battle of the Economy
**Screenshot 3 pieces of work and either email sdowns@thepalmettoschool.org
or text them 724-689-7450 **

Thursday
Reading: Close reading passage Weird and Gross Prairie Dock. Read the passage
2 times. The first readings goal is to get an overall understanding of the reading
passage. The second readings goal is to find information that will help to answer
the written response question. Use a highlighter or underline information that
helps to answer the question. You will be writing about this during today’s writing
lesson.
Spelling: Complete the spelling activity
Writing: After reading the close reading passage 2 times and have highlighted or
underlined important information within the passage, answer the question on the
Prairie Dock response sheet. Remember to indent and paraphrase. You should be
able to write one or two paragraphs with 5 or more sentences. Take your time.
Use a separate sheet of paper to create a rough draft first if you want. Neatness
counts!
Science: We will be starting our unit on Ecosystems. Read the passage, The
Levels of Organization and Components of an Ecosystem.
You will need to use annotation symbols and highlighting as you read through the
passage. The annotation symbols are used to mark your understanding of the
passage. (I have included an example for you to look at for understanding, not for
copying)
After you are finished reading and annotating, you will need to write any questions
you might have, summarize what your read, as well as answer the comprehension
questions. I may look like a lot, but YOU GOT THIS!
Social Studies:
5th grade: Inventions of the Industrial Revolution (Finish )
4th grade: The Expedition (Finish)
3rd grade: The Mill Hill. Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.
Math: Complete 2 lessons on IXL

**Screenshot 3 pieces of work and either email sdowns@thepalmettoschool.org
or text them 724-689-7450 **
Friday
Reading: Close reading passage Weird and Gross Dung Beetle. Read the passage
2 times. The first readings goal is to get an overall understanding of the reading
passage. The second readings goal is to find information that will help to answer
the written response question. Use a highlighter or underline information that
helps to answer the question. You will be writing about this during today’s writing
lesson.
Spelling: Have someone give you a spelling test. Good Luck!
Writing: After reading the close reading passage 2 times and have highlighted or
underlined important information within the passage, answer the question on the
Dung Beatle response sheet. Remember to indent and paraphrase. You should be
able to write one or two paragraphs with 5 or more sentences. Take your time.
Use a separate sheet of paper to create a rough draft first if you want. Neatness
counts!
Science: Read, The Food Chain. You will need to use annotation symbols and
highlighting as you read through the passage. The annotation symbols are used to
mark your understanding of the passage.
After you are finished reading and annotating, you will need to write any questions
you might have, summarize what your read, as well as answer the comprehension
questions.
Math: Finish up any IXL activities you have not completed yet. It is important you
complete these because you will receive new ones next week.
**Screenshot 3 pieces of work and either email sdowns@thepalmettoschool.org
or text them 724-689-7450 **

